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Plan of talk

1. Brief discussion on GEM detector

2. Gain dependance on envoirnmental parameters : T/P

3. Gain consistency : test with Fe-55 and test beam

4. Test of Setting parameters of n-XYTER

5. Future plan
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The Gas Electron Multiplier(GEM)

● Gas Electron Multiplier is developed by F. Sauli in 1997.

● GEMs are gaseous detector. 

● GEM foils consists of an insulating polymer foil which is 

metal coated on both side.

GEM foil Cross sectional view of holeRef: GDD CERN
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The Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)

Electric Field Distribution

Ref: GDD CERN
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Single GEM

Drift Electrode

GEM foil

Readout

 The drift field

The purpose of the drift field is to collect the primary electrons, produced 

by the ionization particles in the gap, into the GEM holes. 

The induction field

The task of the induction field is to extract the multiplied electrons from 

the GEM holes and to transfer them towards the anode.

Drift Field

Induction Field

Ref: GDD CERN
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Gain dependence on envoirnmental parameter

Parameters : Temperature(T) and Pressure(P)

FEB
Ethernet Cable

ROC

Triple-GEM
HV
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Correlation plot
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Normalized ADC with time

~6 to 7 % variation in ADC Channel

Normalized gain = Measured gain/a*exp(b*T/P)
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Gain consistancy check
Gain is calculated from calibration equation of  I. Sorokin et. al.  Paper.

Q = 0.2025+0.02053*a-0.0000067333*a^2+0.00000001324*a^3-0.000000000003566*a^4

      Q_neg=0.07757+ 0.02051*a;//linear fit

     

Where a = ADC

And Q = Charge in fc
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From Fe-55 at VECC From CERN test beam
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Testing of setting parameters of n-XYTER

Parameters like : Vth, Vbfb, VbiaseS

Vth is the  threshold voltage for the comparators i.e. it defines the 
pulse strength that is neccessary to trigger the comparator

VbiasS is the bias voltage for the first stage of slow shaper of n-
XYTER and sets the baseline

Vbfb sets the discharge time for preamplifier by controlling the 
resistance of the transistor used in preamplifier of n-XYTER 
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Vth Test
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Vbfb test
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VbiaseS test
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Future Plan

Testing of real size 
prototype in VECC lab
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Thank You
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Back Up Slides
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The baseline remains unchanged with Vth as expected. The avarage 
mean values of the baselines however shows a slight systematic 
increase with Vbfb though being not significant enough. This trend is 
understood as the dissipation of charge on the pads becomes faster 
leading to a relatively lower charge on pads which means higher ADC 
channel in the raw spectra.

Variation of peak pulse height(Vbfb=150) with Vth.. It  is seen that the 
peak pulse height gets affected only slightly (less than 5%.).

The baseline increases linearly with VbiasS and gets saturated above 
certain VbiasS setting. It varies from one FEB to another. The saturation  
ADC will be fix but the VbiasS setting will vary  for different FEB.

This shows the variation of peak pulse height with VbiasS at different 
gem voltage.
The peak pulse height  remains rather flat for lower gains but shows a 
slight increase at higher gains, before all of them start to decrease after 
a nominal value when the baseline reaches the saturation point. It 
varies from one FEB to another. 
At lower gains, the amplitude is small and the  the peak pulse height is 
constant and then decreases.
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Increased  value of the feed-back parameter, Vbfb corresponds to 
faster dissipation of charge from the pad. Test beam data has been 
taken at two values of Vbfb, namely at 30 and 150. While the former 
resulted into saturation at high rates[--], the later value was found 
suitable to handle rates of about 1 MHz/cm2. 
Faster disspiation of charge may lead to fall in the signal amplitude. 
How significant this loss is at different values of vbfb is the key point of 
this study..

The top right panel – the Peak pulse height remains rather flat, 
showing only slight decrease at higher gains which become 
significant only at higher vbfb values. The lower panel shows the 
detector gain curve at two vbfb values and a decrease of about 5% is 
observed near the operating voltages used in test beam. 
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31x31 Triple GEM Gain variation
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Short 
Track(Channel = 

84)

Long 
Track(channel = 

111)

HV
Curr
ent ADC HV

Curr
ent ADC

2810 435.9 ~600 2810 435.9 ~730

2850 442.0 ~800 2850 442.0 ~960

2860 443.6 ~8750 2860 443.6 ~1030

2900 449.8 ~1132 2900 449.8 ~1360

Comparision between short track and long track

Small track length is <= 2cm
Long track length is >= 6cm
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Channel 83 Channel 91  

HV Curr
ent

ADC HV Curr
ent

ADC

2850 442.0 ~720 2850 442.0 ~780

2860 443.6 ~800 2860 443.6 ~840

2900 449.8 ~1010 2900 449.8 ~1080

Comparision between two short tracks

 Track length of Ch83 is shorter 
than track length of Ch91
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ADC variation with time just after putting the source on detector

1. 31x31 Triple GEM
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2. 10x10 Triple GEM
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Signale with MCA foe 10x10 Triple GEM
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3. 10x10 triple GEM another chamber
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Back up slides

Charge pulse injection circuit
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Q_pos=0.3966+0.01921*a+0.000002603*a^2-0.00000001062*a^3+0.00000000001227*a^4
Q_pos=0.3718+0.01960*a;//linear fit
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Calibration uncertainty equation : for both polarity it same
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